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Abstract: The outbreak of the global COVID-19 pandemic has drastically altered people’s lives. Loneliness and social isolation were publicly
discussed as possible psychological consequences of the measures taken to slow the virus spread. These public discussions have sparked a
surge in empirical studies on loneliness and social isolation. In this study, we first provide a systematic review synthesizing recent literature on
the prevalence and correlates of loneliness and social isolation during the early phase of the COVID-19 pandemic (k = 53 studies). We found
that most quantitative studies included in the systematic review were cross-sectional. The few longitudinal studies mainly reported increases
in loneliness, especially when the pre-pandemic measurement occasions were months or years before the COVID-19 pandemic. Studies with
pre-pandemic measures weeks or days before the pandemic reported relatively stable or even decreasing loneliness trends. Second, we enrich
the systematic review with an empirical investigation on daily changes in the perceived quality and quantity of social relationships during the
pandemic compared to before the pandemic (N = 4,823). This empirical investigation showed that, on average, the quality of social
relationships was perceived worse during the pandemic than before. This perception got slightly stronger over the first 2 weeks of the
pandemic but stagnated thereafter. Regarding the quantity of social relationships, participants reported on average that they had fewer social
interactions at the beginning of the study than before the pandemic. This perceived reduction in the quantity of social interactions linearly
decreased over time.
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OnMarch 11, 2020, the World Health Organization (WHO)
declared the outbreak of the global COVID-19 pandemic
(WHO, 2020). Most countries have implemented measures
against the spread of the virus, such as school closings, con-
tract restrictions, or travel bans. These measures drastically
altered people’s lives, impacting various aspects of the pri-
vate, public, and global economy (Xiong et al., 2020) and
resulting in uncertainties and worries. These uncertainties
and worries, combined with the demand for reduction of
physical, social contacts, have been discussed as possible
triggers of loneliness (Klein, 2020). Consequently, the topic
of (rising) loneliness has attracted public attention, and
scientific articles on loneliness during the COVID-19
pandemic have been published numerously.

Perceived social isolation – more colloquially known as
loneliness – is commonly defined as an aversive feeling
arising when the quality or quantity of one’s social relation-
ships is perceived as dissatisfying (Perlman & Peplau, 1981).

A construct related to but distinct from loneliness is
objective social isolation (Holt-Lunstad et al., 2015). Objec-
tive social isolation refers to the actual contact frequency or
the actual total number of social contacts. Contact restric-
tions and stay-at-home orders have been speculated to
impact the perceived quality and quantity of social relation-
ships, potentially resulting in loneliness. For example, the
quality of social relationships may have been affected
because many conversations revolved exclusively around
COVID-19. Additionally, the number of personal social
contacts was reduced to prevent infection with the virus.
Alternative forms of communication, such as telephone
and video chat instead of face-to-face communication,
might have been perceived as a more superficial social
interaction resulting in lower perceived closeness and inti-
macy and higher loneliness.

As the COVID-19 pandemic-related measures might
have affected both the quality and the quantity of social
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relationships, an increase in loneliness and social isolation
during the pandemic would be plausible. However, the
empirical evidence on this assumption is inconclusive. Some
studies have found an increase in loneliness, whereas other
studies report relatively stable loneliness trends (e.g.,
Buecker et al., 2020; Luchetti et al., 2020; Stefana et al.,
2020). Moreover, it is unclear whether the pandemic-
related measures were associated with changes in the per-
ceived quality of one’s social relationships, the quantity of
one’s social relationships, or both. This part is crucial to
understand why pandemic-related contact restrictions might
be related to changes in loneliness and social isolation.

The first research objective was to summarize the empir-
ical evidence on the prevalence and changes of loneliness
in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic. Furthermore,
we examine loneliness correlates during the COVID-19
pandemic and compare them to pre-pandemic findings on
loneliness. This systematic review is intended to inform
researchers and policymakers whether there has been a
general increase in loneliness since the COVID-19
pandemic and whether there are possible at-risk groups
that were particularly vulnerable to such an increase.

The second research objective was to enrich the system-
atic review findings with empirical evidence on changes in
the perceived quality and quantity of social relationships
from a large-scale daily diary study. Using an intensive lon-
gitudinal design, we were able to explore processes of
changes in social relationships that improve the under-
standing of loneliness and social isolation during the
COVID-19 pandemic.

Research Objective 1: Systematic
Review

Methods

We followed the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic
Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) guidelines (Moher
et al., 2009).

Search Strategy
We conducted a systematic literature search following the
PRISMA 2009 flow diagram (Figure 1) on PsycINFO in
October (Week 4) 2020 via the Ovid platform (https://
ovidsp.dc2.ovid.com). After screening search results for
eligibility, we updated our search in November (Week 3).
We applied the following search terms in the title and
abstract: ((COVID-19 OR coronavirus OR sars-cov-2 OR
distancing policies) AND (loneliness OR isolation OR alone
OR lonely)). Additionally, we performed a manual search
on Google Scholar.

Study Selection and Eligibility Criteria
In Step 1, the first author and a trained undergraduate
student screened titles and abstracts of each search result
for relevance. In Step 2, full-text articles were accessed for
eligibility by two trained undergraduate students based on
detailed coding instructions and supervision. Both coders
double-coded 50% of the results. The intercoder agreement
was 92% for exclusion or inclusion of studies, calculated as
100 � (number of consistently included studies/number of
all double coded studies). We excluded studies if they:
(1) did not measure loneliness or social isolation, (2) used
a small sample size (N < 10), (3) were not written in German
or English language, or (4) were non-empirical articles (e.g.,
reviews, commentaries). Regarding the coded study charac-
teristics, intercoder agreement ranged from 69% to 94%.

Data Extraction
We included the following relevant data: (1) Authors, (2)
year of publication, (3) country of origin of the sample,
(4) study design, (5) sample type, (6) sample size, (7), mean
age, (8) age range, (9) scale used to measure loneliness and
social isolation, (10) prevalence of loneliness and social iso-
lation (before and during the pandemic), and (11) correlates
of loneliness and social isolation.

Primary Study Quality Assessment
We used an adapted version of the Newcastle-Ottawa Scale
(NOS; Wells et al., 2004) to code each study’s primary
study quality based on the full-text articles. This scale has
been used in a previous systematic review on the impact
of the COVID-19 pandemic on mental health outcomes
(Xiong et al., 2020). It consists of three dimensions: selec-
tion, comparability, and outcome. These dimensions assess
the representativeness of the sample, the sample size justi-
fication, ascertainments of COVID-19 exposure, compara-
bility of measures before and during the COVID-19
pandemic based on study design or analysis, the quality
of the loneliness measure used, and appropriateness of
the statistical analysis. We provide further details in the
online supplement.

Results

Search Results
We identified 300 articles in our standardized literature
search. We removed 167 in Step 1, leaving 133 full-text arti-
cles for eligibility in Step 2. In this step, 56 articles were
excluded for not measuring loneliness. One article was
excluded because it had no relation to COVID-19. Two arti-
cles were excluded for using a small samples (N < 10), and
21 because they were non-empirical. Consequently, 53 arti-
cles met the inclusion criteria (k = 49 quantitative studies,
k = 4 qualitative studies). References of all included articles
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are presented in the online supplementary material
(Table S1).

Study Characteristics
Of all included quantitative studies (k = 49), 13 studies
reported a comparison of the loneliness prevalence before
and during the COVID-19 pandemic, of which six also
examined correlates of loneliness during the pandemic. In
12 studies, the level of loneliness during the pandemic, but
no comparison with the loneliness level before the pandemic
was reported.Of those, five studies also examined correlates
of loneliness during the pandemic. Twenty-four studies did
not report any prevalence of loneliness but examined
correlates of loneliness during the pandemic. In addition to
these studies, we included k = 4 qualitative studies.

We summarize the study characteristics and main study
findings of all included articles in Table S1 (OSM 1) at the

Open Science Framework (OSF; https://osf.io/w25nk/).
The sample sizes ranged from N = 19 to N = 60,341 partic-
ipants. Thirty-six studies were cross-sectional, 13 studies
were longitudinal (with at least 2 measurement occasions),
and 4 were qualitative studies. The included studies were
conducted across 19 different countries. Fourteen studies
were conducted in the United States, and 24 studies were
conducted across different European countries. Of all
included studies that did report information regarding the
age of their participants, k = 9 used an older adult’s sample
(60+ years), k = 4 used an age-diverse nationally represen-
tative sample, k = 29 used an age-diverse community sam-
ple (convenient), k = 3 used a student sample (convenient),
and k = 1 used a children sample (below 18 years). Most
studies did not report any information regarding the ethnic-
ity of their sample. Of those that did report ethnicity infor-
mation, k = 9 studies used predominantly White/European

Figure 1. PRISMA flow diagram.
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samples, and k = 8 used heterogeneous samples, in which
no ethnicity was represented by 70% or more.

Primary Study Quality Assessment
The results of the primary study quality assessment are
presented in Table S1 (OSM 1). The number of quality stars
awarded ranged from 2 to 10 (Mdn = 5). Twelve studies
reported a representative sample. A satisfactory and/or
justified sample size was used in 45 studies. In 35 studies,
loneliness was assessed with a validated loneliness scale.
The majority of quantitative studies clearly described the
statistical test used and presented the results appropriately,
including confidence intervals or p-values (k = 47). How-
ever, only 14 studies provided a discussion of the size of
the effect that was found.

Measurements
The majority of studies included in this systematic review
measured loneliness using a version of the University of
California Los Angeles (UCLA) Loneliness Scale (k = 29).
A self-constructed ad hoc measure (including single-item
measures) was used in k = 8 studies. Five studies used a
version of the De Jong Gierveld Loneliness Scale. Three
studies used other loneliness measures (e.g., daily loneli-
ness, expressions of loneliness on Twitter). Four studies
measured objective social isolation instead of loneliness,
asking the participants to report, for example, the number
of days in self-isolation.

Prevalence of Loneliness Before and During
the COVID-19 Pandemic
There was great heterogeneity in reporting prevalence rates
of loneliness before and during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Some studies reported percentages of people indicating that
they did feel lonely versus did not feel lonely using a self-
selected cut-off value (e.g., Stickley et al., 2021). Other stud-
ies reported percentages of people for different response
categories of the loneliness scale (e.g., 7.22% felt often
lonely, and 23.63% felt sometimes lonely; Li & Wang,
2020) or the mean and standard deviation (SD) of loneli-
ness scores before and during the pandemic and conducted
a statistical test to compare them (e.g., Rogers et al., 2021).
The conclusions of the different studies regarding signifi-
cant changes in loneliness from before to during the
pandemic were also heterogeneous. For example, Luchetti
et al. (2020) reported no significant mean-level changes
in loneliness across assessments. However, Ausín et al.
(2021) found a significant mean-level increase of loneliness
between the measures before and during the pandemic.
Table 1 provides an overview of the main conclusion
regarding changes in loneliness from before to during the
pandemic. Most studies reported an increase in loneliness,
which will be discussed in more detail later.

Correlates of Loneliness During the COVID-19
Pandemic
Numerous different correlates of loneliness during the pan-
demic have been investigated in the studies included in this
systematic review. For a full overview, see Table S1. Across
studies, the risk and protective factors that are known from
before the pandemic remained risk or protective factors
during the pandemic. For example, and similar to well-
established findings (e.g., Algren et al., 2020; Buecker
et al., 2021; Luo et al., 2012; Pinquart & Sörensen, 2000),
socioeconomic status was negatively associated with loneli-
ness, and poor health or health issues was positively associ-
ated with loneliness (Bu et al., 2020a; Pan et al., 2021).
Most correlates of loneliness reported in the included arti-
cles could be subsumed under “mental health variables,”
including stress, anxiety, depression, sleep problems, drug
use, and general worries. These variables were consistently
positively associated with loneliness during the pandemic,
which matches previous studies from before the pan-
demic (e.g., Beutel et al., 2017; de Lange et al., 2020;
Matthews et al., 2016). One included study explicitly
compared correlates of loneliness before and during the
pandemic (Bu et al., 2020a) and found that the risk factors
for loneliness were nearly identical before and during the
pandemic.

Discussion

The systematic review explored loneliness and its correlates
during the COVID-19 pandemic. Out of 12 studies that
reported prevalence rates of loneliness before and during
the pandemic, nine found an increase in loneliness. Two
found stable trends, and one found a decrease in loneliness.
The heterogeneity of results could have resulted from dif-
ferent response formats, cut-off criteria for considering a
person as lonely, differential time lags between the mea-
surement occasions, international/cultural differences, or
different scales.

Heterogeneity in the Study Designs and Results
A strength of this review is that it considers studies from
different countries and with diverse samples (e.g., regarding
age). However, the heterogeneity of study designs and time
lags between the measurement occasions considerably
complicates the comparability of results. Most studies used
only one measurement occasion of loneliness or social iso-
lation during the pandemic. Therefore, they only present a
snapshot of loneliness and social isolation in an environ-
ment that changes from day to day. For an exception,
Buecker et al. (2020) found that, on average, loneliness
slightly increased during the first 2 weeks of the COVID-
19 pandemic but decreased thereafter. A recent study from
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Switzerland (Seifert & Hassler, 2020) found that loneliness
increased after the Swiss government recommended
contact restrictions and slightly decreased after these
restrictions were eased. If one assumes that loneliness
changes during the COVID-19 pandemic are non-linear,
studies examining changes in loneliness at different time
points will necessarily come to different conclusions.
Suppose loneliness is assessed years before the pandemic
and again in the first few weeks during the pandemic,
where loneliness increased (Buecker et al., 2020): In that
case, a study may report an increase from before to during
the pandemic. However, if a study examines loneliness a
few months later when loneliness levels have decreased
already, no overall increase might be observed.

Studies that found stable or decreasing loneliness trends
used a pre-pandemic measurement occasion relatively
close to the implementation of the first pandemic-related
measures. In contrast, most other studies used a pre-
pandemic measure of loneliness from about a year before
the pandemic. This finding raises the question of whether
an increase in loneliness, as reported in those studies with
an initial assessment of loneliness years or months before
the pandemic, can be attributed to the pandemic or the
anti-pandemic related measures.

Moreover, some studies reported differences in the lone-
liness trajectories for different groups. Bu et al. (2020b)
found that people with higher baseline loneliness levels –

that is, pre-pandemic – showed increases in loneliness over
the first few weeks of the lockdown. In contrast, people with

lower levels of baseline loneliness showed decreases in
loneliness. People with mid-levels of baseline loneliness
showed relatively constant loneliness levels during the
lockdown. Buecker and colleagues (2020) found that
loneliness increased more strongly over time for parents
than for people without children. Additionally, they found
that loneliness increased more strongly over time with
increasing age.

Further Open Research Questions
Loneliness, earlier defined as a discrepancy between
desired and actual social relationships, increases if social
relationships suffer qualitatively or quantitatively. One of
the main assumptions – or possibly the main assumption
in the discussion of increasing loneliness – is that due to
the virus containment measures, the quality, and quantity
of desired social interactions will suffer, leading to
increased loneliness levels. However, none of the reviewed
studies has examined this assumption. By definition, loneli-
ness should only increase if virus containment measures
severely impacted the perceived quantity or quality of social
relations. Based on the systematic review, it remains
unclear whether changes in loneliness co-occurred with
changes in the quality and/or the quantity of social relation-
ships as no single study included in this systematic review
examined those processes. In the second part of this study,
we, therefore, test for changes in the perceived quality and
quantity of social relationships changes over time, when
virus containment measures became more restrictive.

Table 1. Changes in loneliness from before to during the COVID-19 pandemic

Authors Study type
Loneliness
trend

Pre-pandemic
assessment

Peri-pandemic
assessment Age group Country

Luchetti et al. (2020) Longitudinal study (2 assessments) M January/
February 2020

March 2020 Various USA

McGinty et al. (2020) Pooled cross-sectional study " 2018 April 2020 Various USA

Ruggieri et al. (2020) Longitudinal study (3 assessments) " March 20201 March 2020
and April 2020

Various Italy

Rogers et al. (2021) Longitudinal study (2 assessments) " October 2019 April 2020 Various USA

Bu et al. (2020a) Pooled cross-sectional study " June 2019 March 2020 Various Great Britain

Bu et al. (2020b) Longitudinal study (3+ assessments) M3 March 20202 March 2020
– May 2020

Various Great Britain

Folk et al. (2020) Longitudinal study (2 assessments) ; February 2020 April 2020 Young adults Various

Guntuku et al. (2020) Pooled cross-sectional study "4 April 2019 April 2020 N/A Various

Heidinger & Richter (2020) Longitudinal study (2 assessments) " April/July 2019 April and
May 2020

Older adults Austria

Krendl & Perry (2020) Longitudinal study (2 assessments) " Summer/fall 2019 April/May 2020 Older adults USA

Lee et al. (2020) Longitudinal study (2 assessments) " January 2020 April/May 2020 Young adults USA

Van Tilburg et al. (2020) Longitudinal study (2 assessments) " October/
November 2019

May 2020 Older adults Netherlands

Note. Loneliness trend: ; = decrease; " = increase; M = stable trend. 1The assessment took place on March 7–9, on March 11 the first lockdown measures
were implemented. 2The assessment took place on March 11, which was 2 days before the national lockdown. 3On average, the loneliness trend was
characterized as stable. However, four classes of loneliness were found, with slightly increasing loneliness in the highest loneliness group, slightly
decreasing loneliness in the lowest loneliness group, and relatively stable loneliness in the middle two groups. 4Frequeny of loneliness expressions on
Twitter were studied.
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In the next part of this article, we provide an empirical
investigation, using high-resolution data on the quantity
and quality of social relationships to enrich the systematic
review findings. With this empirical investigation, we aim
to enhance the understanding of changes in loneliness
during the COVID-19 pandemic. As loneliness is defined
as the perceived discrepancy between the quality and quan-
tity of social relations (Perlman & Peplau, 1981), we focus
on these two perceptions. We investigate how these percep-
tions change during a time in which different virus contain-
ment measures (e.g., contact restrictions) were first
implemented and intensified.

Research Objective 2: Empirical
Investigation

Methods

For the second research objective, we used the Bochum
Berlin COVID-19 Study data, a large-scale (N = 4,823) daily
diary study conducted between March 16, 2020, and April
12, 2020.1 Data from this study have been published
elsewhere (Buecker et al., 2020; Horstmann et al., 2021),
but data analyzed in the current study have not been ana-
lyzed or published before.

Recruiting Procedure
Data were collected online in Germany using formr.org
(Arslan et al., 2020). A diverse sample was recruited via
online sources (e.g., Twitter, Facebook, Xing), media report-
ing (e.g., radio, newspapers), and personal contacts. After
registering for the study and providing informed consent,
participants completed a baseline survey. Subsequently,
brief daily diary surveys were administered between
5:00 p.m. and 1:00 a.m. on four consecutive days, followed
by a three-day break and a weekly review survey. The next
survey cycle started the day after the weekly survey, consist-
ing of four daily surveys, a break, and a weekly review
survey. For a detailed description of the study procedure,
see Buecker and colleagues (2020).

Sample
In the present article, we used data from March 16, 2020
(the beginning of the Bochum Berlin COVID-19 Study
and the first day of the nationwide pandemic-related mea-
sures in Germany) until April 12, 2020. We excluded partic-
ipants if they did not complete any daily diary survey on the
perceived quality of social relationships or the perceived

quantity of social relationships. Moreover, we excluded
daily surveys if they were filled out later than 01:00 a.m.

The total sample consisted of N = 4,823 participants
(Mage = 37.91, SDage = 14.42, range 18–88 years). Our
sample was predominantly female (77.67%). Participants
completed n = 39,990 daily surveys (Mdn = 1,435 surveys
per day in which at least one of the two focal items (see
below) was answered, with Mdn = 8 surveys per participant
in which at least one of the two focal items was answered).

Measures
In the present article, the following sociodemographic
characteristics of the sample from the baseline survey were
used: age, gender, employment status, relationship status,
household type (living alone vs. living with others), pre-
existing health conditions concerning COVID-19. Table S2
(OSM 2) presents an overview of these characteristics and
the distribution of responses.

The quality of social relationships compared to before the
pandemic was repeatedly assessed in the daily surveys
using a single item (“Compared to times before the coron-
avirus outbreak, the quality of my social relationships was
worse today”; M = 3.78, SD = 0.97). Quantity of social
relationships compared to before the pandemic was repeat-
edly assessed in the daily surveys using a single item
(“Compared to times before the coronavirus outbreak,
I have interacted less with other people today”; M = 2.75,
SD = 1.07). Participants responded to these items on a
5-point rating scale ranging from 1 = totally disagree to 5 =
totally agree.

Statistical Analyses
We used multilevel models to predict the perceived quality
and quantity of social relationships over time. Perceived
quality and quantity of social relationships (Level 1) were
nested within persons (at Level 2). The time variable was
coded as days since the beginning of the study, with 0 indi-
cating the middle of the study period (i.e., the third Mon-
day, March 30, 2020). Moreover, we included a dummy
variable, indicating whether the daily survey was adminis-
tered on a weekday (Monday to Friday; coded with 0) or
a weekend (Saturday/Sunday; coded with 1). We refer to
this variable as the day of the week (DOW) dummy. All
analyses were performed in R version 4.0.3 (R Core Team,
2020). We used the R-packages lme4 1.1-25 (Bates et al.,
2015) and lmerTest 3.1-3 (Kuznetsova et al., 2017). We z-
standardized our dependent variables perceived quality
and quantity of social relationships on their overall mean
and SD. Whenever we extended a model with additional
effects (e.g., covariates or random slopes), we tested the

1 The data collection of the Bochum Berlin COVID-19 Study is still ongoing. However, to be able to compare our results to the previous results by
Buecker et al. (2020) on loneliness, we choose the same time interval as they did in the current analyses.
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model fit improvement using chi-square difference tests.
We only continued extending the model if the extended
model converged and the model fit improved significantly
(p < .01). All analyses were performed separately for the
two dependent variables.

First, we estimated a random intercept model in which
the dependent variable was predicted by the linear time
term days and the DOW-dummy (see above for how these
variables were defined). This model was then extended
by a quadratic time term (days2) and later by a cubic time
term (days3). We used the chi-square deviance test to test
whether the more complex model fit the data better than
the simpler model.

Next, we estimated random slopes for all included Level
1 predictors simultaneously (i.e., days, days2, and DOW-
dummy). If a model did not converge, we reduced the num-
ber of predictors for which we estimated random slopes,
beginning with the higher-order terms (i.e., days3, days2),
until the model converged. After establishing the Level 1
predictors and random slopes, we included all Level 2
covariates as additional predictors simultaneously in both
models. In a final step, we added a cross-level interaction
between days and one Level 2 predictor. This step was
performed for all Level 2 predictors separately while con-
trolling for all other Level 2 covariates.

Results

The quality of social relationships was predicted by days,
days2, and the DOW-dummy in our final best-fitting model.
Random slopes were estimated for the DOW-dummy.
Regarding the quantity of social relationships, the depen-
dent variable was predicted by days and the DOW-dummy
in our final best-fitting model. Random slopes were esti-
mated for days, and the DOW-dummy (see Table 2).

The agreement to the item “Compared to times before
the coronavirus outbreak, the quality of my social relation-
ships was worse today.” slightly increased over the 4 weeks
of the study period. However, agreement stagnated, as the

significant (negative) quadratic coefficient days2 shows (see
Figures 2A and 3A). The agreement to the item “Compared
to times before the coronavirus outbreak, I have interacted
less with other people today.” linearly decreased over the
4 weeks of the study period (see Figures 2B and 3B).

To quantify changes in the perceived quality and quantity
of social relationships over time, we estimated the change
in SD during Week 1 and 2 and Week 3 and 4 of the study.
However, as the last day of the study was a Sunday, this
would have led to a biased estimate due to the additional
effect of the weekend. Therefore, we estimated the values
for the last day as if it was a weekday. The perceived quality
of social relationships increased during Week 1 and 2 by
SD = 0.20 and then decreased by SD = �0.04. Thus, the
effect leveled off. The perceived quantity of social relation-
ships decreased linearly by SD = �0.08 during Week 1 and
2 and again by SD =�0.08 during Week 3 and 4, showing a
negative linear trend.

We included cross-level interactions only for the model
predicting the quantity of social relationships, as only this
model contained random slopes for the day variable (Heisig
& Schaeffer, 2019). The cross-level interactions between
days and age, gender, family status, and occupational status
(Figure 4 and Table S3) were significant. The cross level-
interaction of household type and pre-existing health condi-
tions concerning COVID-19 (Table S3; OSM 2) with days
was not significant. The positive cross-level interaction
between days and age indicates that with increasing age,
the reduction of the quantity of social relationships com-
pared to before the pandemic decreased less strongly over
time (Figure 4A; Model 1 in Table S3). The cross-level inter-
action between days and gender indicates that the reduc-
tion of the quantity of social relationships compared to
before the pandemic decreased more strongly over time
for men than for women (Figure 4B; Model 2 in
Table S3). There was no significant difference in the trajec-
tories of women and people who identified as non-binary.
The cross-level interaction between days and family status
indicates that the reduction of the quantity of social rela-
tionships compared to before the pandemic decreased

Table 2. Fixed effect estimates from random slopes models for quality of social relationships and the quantity of social relationships

Quality of social relationships Quantity of social relationships

Variables Estimate SE p Estimate SE p

Intercept 0.054 0.012 < .001 0.040 0.011 < .001

Days 0.045 0.005 < .001 �0.042# 0.006 < .001

Days2 �0.035 0.004 < .001

DOW: weekday �0.088# 0.009 < .001 �0.092# 0.010 < .001

Note. SE = Standard Error; p = Significance Level; DOW = Day of the Week Dummy; The variable days indicates the date of the assessment and is centered
such that zero represents the beginning of the third week (March 30, 2020). Significant random effects are flagged with a hashtag (#). Empty cells indicate
that this coefficient was not estimated in the model.
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more strongly for singles than for people who are in a
romantic relationship (Figure 4C; Model 3 in Table S3).
There was no significant difference in the trajectories of

people in a romantic relationship and people who are
divorced or widowed. Finally, the cross-level interaction
between days and occupational status indicates that the

Figure 2. (A) Changes in daily-measured quality of social relationships (z-standardized) and (B) quantity of social relationships (z-standardized)
throughout the study. Gray lines represent individual predicted levels of the dependent variables (z-standardized) for 250 randomly selected
participants. The bold lines represent LOWESS curves. Gray bars indicate weekends.

Figure 3. (A) Changes in daily-measured quality of social relationships (z-standardized) and (B) quantity of social relationships (z-standardized)
throughout the study. The bold line represents predicted values from the final random coefficient model, flanked by 99% confidence intervals
(gray area). Gray bars indicate weekends.
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reduction of the quantity of social relationships compared
to before the pandemic decreased more strongly for people
in training than for people who were working full-time (Fig-
ure 4D; Model 4 in Table S3). There was no significant dif-
ference in the trajectories of people working full-time and
people either not working, part-time working, or reporting
another occupational status.

Discussion

Our empirical investigation showed that – at the beginning
of the study (Mid-March 2020; the implementation of the
first pandemic-related measures in Germany) – the quality
of social relationships was on average perceived worse
during the pandemic than before the pandemic. This per-
ception got slightly stronger over the first 2 weeks of the

study but stagnated thereafter. This stagnation is remark-
able as the pandemic-related restrictions that were intensi-
fied over the first 2 weeks (Mid-March 2020 until
End-March 2020) remained constant in Weeks 3 and 4.
People may have perceived a “social shock” at the begin-
ning of the pandemic but no longer felt their loss of quality
in social relationships as strongly after a while. Besides, peo-
plemay have found alternative (digital) ways of communica-
tion, reducing the actual loss of quality in social
relationships.

Regarding the quantity of social relationships, participants
reported on average that they had fewer social interactions
at the beginning of the study compared to before the pan-
demic. This perceived reduction in the quantity of social
interactions linearly decreased over time. People have
reduced the quantity of their social contacts, especially in
the beginning. However, with each additional week, the

Figure 4. Only significant cross-level interactions are plotted. Predicted levels of the reduction of the quantity of social relationships compared to
before the pandemic (z-standardized) for: (A) different ages; (B) women and men; (C) singles and people in a romantic relationship; (D) people who
work full-time and people who are in training. Gray bars indicate weekends. We controlled for the other investigated Level 2 covariates.
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reported number of social interactions (including digital
interactions) seems to have returned toward a normal,
pre-pandemic level. A social psychological theory of loneli-
ness describes loneliness as a social deficiency – a mismatch
between one’s desired and one’s achieved a level of social
contact (Peplau & Perlman, 1979). This mismatch may have
been exacerbated during the COVID-19 pandemic by con-
tact restrictions. Future research may use the exploratory
findings from this study on changes in the quality and quan-
tity of social relationships to strengthen or update this theory
on loneliness.

General Discussion

The systematic review explored loneliness and social
isolation during the COVID-19 pandemic. Most studies
included in this systematic review were cross-sectional
and thus do not allow a conclusion regarding changes from
before to during the COVID-19 pandemic. The few longitu-
dinal studies mainly reported increases in loneliness, espe-
cially when the pre-pandemic measurement occasions were
months or years before the COVID-19 pandemic. Studies
with pre-pandemic measures weeks or days before the
COVID-19 pandemic reported rather stable or even
decreasing loneliness trends.

The primary study quality assessment revealed a lack of
studies following nationally representative or well-stratified
samples from before to during the pandemic. Moreover,
studies examining changes in loneliness and social isolation
from before to during the pandemic rarely reported and
discussed the effect sizes of such changes. Although the
narrative of increases in loneliness and social isolation
during the pandemic may sound compelling, transparent
communication of effect sizes is important to avoid exag-
gerated claims if effect sizes are small. This is particularly
important when media and politicians pick up the results
of these empirical studies.

The review also revealed that longitudinal studies with
multiple assessments of loneliness and social isolation
during the COVID-19 pandemic are rare. If one wants to
understand the consequences of the virus containment
measures, high-resolution studies with multiple measure-
ment occasions during and after the pandemic are needed.
This is especially important to assess the mid-term and
long-term psychological changes in response to the pan-
demic. As loneliness is related to negative physical and
mental health (e.g., Beutel et al., 2017; Holt-Lunstad
et al., 2015), potentially critical developments in these out-
comes need further monitoring.

Our current empirical investigation showed that, on aver-
age, the quality of social relationships was perceived worse
than before the pandemic. This perception got slightly

stronger over the first 2 weeks of the COVID-19 pandemic
but stagnated thereafter, indicating habituation to the new
circumstances. Regarding the quantity of social relation-
ships, participants reported on average that they had fewer
social interactions at the beginning of the study compared
to before the pandemic. This perceived reduction in the
quantity of social interactions linearly decreased over time,
indicating that a progression of the number of social inter-
actions toward the baseline level happened.

Correlates of Loneliness and Changes
in the Quality and Quantity of Social
Relationships

In the systematic review, we identified several correlates of
loneliness. The broader picture of loneliness correlates
during the pandemic mirrors the picture already known
from before the pandemic. It is noteworthy that many stud-
ies examined mental health outcomes (e.g., anxiety, depres-
sion, insomnia) associated with loneliness during the
COVID-19 pandemic. This selection of variables illustrates
the scientific and public concern that mental health may be
at risk during the COVID-19 pandemic (e.g., Xiong et al.,
2020).

In the empirical investigation, we identified four predic-
tors of changes in the perceived reduction of the quantity
of social relationships. With increasing age, the perceived
reduction of the quantity of social relationships compared
to before the pandemic decreased less strongly over time.
Previous research showed that older people and people
who worried more about a COVID-19 infection were more
likely to voluntarily reduce interaction with familymembers,
friends, and colleagues or classmates than younger people
and people who worried less about an infection (Chou
et al., 2020). However, it is also conceivable that younger
andmiddle-aged people inevitably havemore social interac-
tions due to their professional activities than older people
who are already retired.

The perceived reduction of the quantity of social relation-
ships compared to before the pandemic decreased more
strongly for men than for women. Previous research found
that women were more likely to take health precautions,
including social distancing and staying at home, than men
(Clark et al., 2020). Our results suggest that the perceived
loss of social interaction quantity decreased more strongly
for men than for women over the study period. This effect
could be attributed both to a different perception of social
relationships between men and women (e.g., women regis-
ter more quickly when their social relationships change) or
to different social behavior (e.g., the pandemic-related
measures impacted the everyday life of women more than
that of men).
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The perceived reduction of the quantity of social relation-
ships compared to before the pandemic decreased more
strongly for singles than for people who are in a romantic
relationship. Previous research showed that using dating
applications for chatting and setting up virtual dates
increased in the early phase of the COVID-19 pandemic
compared to 2019 (Coombe et al., 2020). Singles may have
begun to seek out (digital) social contacts earlier because
social contact reduction was less bearable for them.

The perceived reduction of the quantity of social relation-
ships compared to before the pandemic decreased more
strongly for people in training (i.e., university students or
people in vocational training) than for people working
full-time. Previous research found a rather complex pattern
of changes in university students’ social network structures
during the COVID-19 pandemic. While face-to-face interac-
tions decreased, digital communication was widespread
(Elmer et al., 2020). Moreover, Elmer and colleagues found
that students reported relatively stable friendship networks
from before the pandemic to during the pandemic and
increased informational and emotional support. Thus, peo-
ple in training seemed to be able to compensate for a poten-
tial loss in the quantity of social contacts more easily using
digital contact, likely because they were used to this kind of
contact (i.e., higher digital literacy). However, the above-
stated explanations for differences in the trajectories of
social contact quantity are mostly speculative, and further
research is needed to better understand these findings.

Limitations

The systematic review has some limitations. First, the
description of the primary study findings was narrative. A
statistical aggregation of the primary study findings was
not feasible due to the high heterogeneity across studies in
measuring loneliness and social isolation. Second, all studies
included employed online surveys. This procedure is, of
course, reasonable as the aim was to reduce social contact
with other people (e.g., an interviewer) during the COVID-
19 pandemic. However, people with poor internet accessibil-
ity or poor technological skills were likely underrepresented
in the included studies. Moreover, people from low-income
countries were underrepresented in the studies. Another
concern was the majority of women in most studies. Thus,
the studied samples are most likely not representative of
the general population, limiting the generalizability of the
summarized findings. Third, our search strategy was
restricted to studies published in the English or German
language, which may involve a risk for bias. Fourth, this
systematic review covered studies that were published until
November 2020. However, the COVID-19 pandemic and its
related measures may have long-term consequences for
loneliness, which could not be covered in the present

systematic review. Finally, themajority of the reviewed stud-
ies were from North America or Europe. However, virus
containment measures might differ in their impact on the
perceived quality and quantity of social interactions depend-
ing on the culture. Future research may explore these
cultural effects and use more ethnically diverse samples.

Our empirical examination of changes in the quality and
quantity of social relationships has several strengths, such
as daily measures, a large sample, and the ideal time focus
from the beginning of the first pandemic-related measures.
Still, there are some important limitations. We used conve-
nient sampling and collected the data online, which
produces problems regarding the generalizability of the
results to the general public and may involve a risk for bias
(e.g., opt-in bias; Pierce et al., 2020).

Conclusion

We provide the first systematic review on changes in the
prevalence of loneliness and social isolation and their corre-
lates during the COVID-19 pandemic. Moreover, we exam-
ined day-to-day changes in the quality and quantity of
social relationships during the COVID-19 pandemic using
a large-scale daily diary study fromGermany. In the system-
atic review, we identified that most studies reported a higher
prevalence of loneliness during the pandemic than before
the pandemic. However, studies using multiple assessments
during the pandemic also provide evidence for recovery
from an initial increase in loneliness at the beginning of
the pandemic. This “recovery process” was found in the
empirical investigation of the daily diary study on changes
in the quality and quantity of social relationships: the per-
ceived loss in relationship quality from the beginning of the
COVID-19 pandemic stagnated, and the number of social
interactions seemed to have increased over time. However,
these data captured only short-term changes in social rela-
tionships. It is important to vigilantly observe how the quality
and quantity of social relationships and ultimately loneliness
evolve during and after the COVID-19 pandemic.
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